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1. Why “Stress Zero”? 

 

… We thought about the biggest factor that affects people’s life 

 

… Assumed that stress is the greatest problem 

 

… Predicted there’s a huge need of people to relieve stress and “Stress Zero” is a feasible product 

 

2. The purpose of the questionnaire 

 

… To find out the frequency of stress and the causes of stress 

 

…To confirm if the majority of the people want to relieve stress even with discharge 

< 1st questionnaire > < 2nd questionnaire > 

1. Why “Stress Zero”? / 2. The purpose of the questionnaire 

 



… The product should provide people with convenient solutions  

 

… It should also link to the most popular industry, smart devices 

 

… Therefore we decided to develop an app which satisfies both categories, “Stress Zero” 
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3. The background of product development 

< Smart device for detecting stress status> < App “Stress Zero”> 



… Will use online advertisement / service which are convenient and have the most extendibility 

 

… Emotional marketing by creating a “Guardian angel”-like brand image 

<App stores of smart device> <Guardian angel> 

4-1. Marketing Strategy 



… Commercial :  

             Product description via cartoon animation comforts the customers and evokes their childhood memory 

 

… Poster :  

             An image of a beach which symbolizes relaxation 

 

< Commercial > < Poster > 

4-2. Marketing Strategy 



Pitch :  

 

… Emphasizes the market needs of “Stress Zero” 

  

… The product is very suitable for the current market trend which is IT and tertiary industry 

                 

… The prospect of market expandability and profitability is very bright due to the usage of smart devices and 

solutions 

     

< Presentation > 

5. Business feasibility 


